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IN'"l'ROJJUCTION 
Tidewater and weather-e.xroau.re tests on metals used in aircraf't 
have been conducted by -che Nation.al Bureau of Stanr.ards since June 1926, 
The _ nvestigations ha'te been sponso: • .'ed by the National Advisory Com-
mtttti8 for Aeronautics, the A:rmy Air Forces of the War Department, and 
the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department. This work embraced 
tlJree distinct research p::..'ojects deal-:ng respectiveJ.y with (1) aluminum-
rich e.lloys, (2) magnesium-r';'ch alloys, and (3) stainless steels. 
Previous publications (references 1 to 16) have contained the par-
tial or final results of separate related programs of research. The 
present paper is a final report on the corrosion tests of stainless 
steel sheets included in the marine exposure programs from 1938 to 19~-5. 
Data on theee panels after their first or second year of exposure are 
contained in previous p~blications (references ]2 to 15). 
PROCEDUF.E 
Purpose.- The initial and principal objective of the present study 
was to establish the relative resistance ~o corrosion of chromium-nickel 
alloys of' the 18: 8 type with and without small addi tiona of columbium, 
molybdenum) and titanium as alloying elements. Addenda were later made 
to obtain information on the effect of locality of exposure, of shot-
weldir-g, of varions surface treatments and finishes, and of contact with 
dissimilar metals. 
Materlals.- The steels were in sheet form and of 10 types (table 1), 
with respect to nominal chemical compositions, comprising 40 different 
heats. The majority of the sheats were cold-rolled, having tensile 
strengths between 150,000 and 200,000 pSi, and polished s~aces pas-
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~e8 of parle.lB.- The ,eX!)QsUl'e panels} each l!~ inches long and !f 
inches wide 1>Tere all prepared by the cooperating manufacturers ancl were 
of three types: (1) ordinary sheet; (2) shot-welded and assembled from 
three sect-jone, each wlth an overlap of 1~ inches on \vhich was a double 
row of four welds, each spaced approximately 3/4 inch a:part (fig. 1.); 
and (3) having di ssimilar metals in contact, with the main sheet (Alloy 
"A") sandWiched between two strips (Alloy "BII), 1 by 4 inches, joined to 
it by riveting (fig. 1). ftxea ratios for the main sheet and the strips 
were 1 ~ 7 and 7: 1 f or each combina ti on. 
Panels with electric-resistance shot-welds were usually protected 
at the faying surfaces with petrolatum pastes containing aluminum or 
copper powders. The slL-rfaces of each weld were rubbed lightly vri th 
emery to remove the oxide film which forms at the high welding tempera-
tures. 
Panels were usually prepared in sets of eight duplicates t o permit 
the exposure of four to t i della.ter} three to weather, and the retention 
of one 1'01' storage as a control in a dry atmosphere. Prior to exposure 
each was degreased in trichloroethylene vapor and then was successively 
washed with carbon tetrachloride and alcohol. 
Methods of exposure.- The exposure racks containing most of the 
panels were located at the U.S.Naval Air Station, Hampton Roads, Va. 
This area is representative of a temperate climate with marine conditions. 
During the first 2~ years of exposure the racks were situated (fig. 2A) 
in an inlet of semi-brackish water named Boush Creek. They were then 
moved to a lagoon (fig. 2E, . F) where the salinity (table 2) of the water 
waS somewhat higher . At that time the simultaneous exposures of panels 
at Kure Beach, N. C., (fig. 2B) and Chapman Field, Fla., (fig. 2C, 20) 
were begun. Laboratory corrosion tests were also made on a few of the 
shot-welded samples. 
The weather racks at the Boush Creek site (fig. 2A) were directly 
over the water, with the panels suspended at an angle of 450 , and between 
6 and 11 feet above the mean tide level. They faced northeast from June 
1938 to April 1939, and southeast thereafter until they were transferred 
to a te~orary lagoon site (fig. 2E) in October 1941. A branch railway 
about 1/8 mile from the Boush Creek location resulted in light deposits 
of soot on the skyward surfaces of the panels. Du1~ing periods of storm 
or high winds the under surfaces were ocpasionally wet with spray. 
At the lagoon (fig. 2E) the racks faced southeast, were on land ap-
proximately 25 feet from the water, and were sheltered by a high earth Em-
bankment some 50 feet to their rear. The weather racks at Kure Beach, N. 
C., (fig. 2B) were also on land, approximately 25 feet from the ocean, 
faced east by north, and received spray during severe storms. The 
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located on land near B:iscaym; Bay. Panels at both 10 call ties were sus'-
pended at an angle of 450 • 
The tidewater racks at Hampton Roads, Va., were situated' in Boush 
Creek (f ig. 2A) from JUIJe 1938 to Nu~eniber 1940, 8Ild :tn the lagoon 
(fig. 2E, 2F) thereafter 1m.til June of 1944 . The panels were sus-
penc"_ed vertically in the middle of the ticie range .• which averaged ~ 
feet, so that they were completely immersed at h1gh tide a.TJ.d. out of 
water at low tide for approximately 5-hour periods tw:i.ce claily. The 
mea11 monthly tempe:catures of the water from December t%ough April \-TaS 
about 2° F higher than the air -t.empel~ature, and abuu.t 4 Flower dur_ng 
the reruaining months. The apprO.A-iJIJ.a.te mean monthly telll?eratures of the 
v1ater were (data from U .S. W0at. er BUTt;aU n .; cords of 1881 ):-
o 
January , • • • • 0 • • • • ? .38 
Febl"uary ".) .. . . •.••.• 61 400 
March . . . . . . . . . . 
April • • • • • • • • • • •• 520 
May. . . . 





July • • •••• • 84
0 
o 
August • • • • • • . , 81 
September • • ~ • • • • • • • 78° 
690 October . . 
November • . . • C • :J . . 
December 
Panels in the tidewater racks at Hampton Roads were mounted edge-
wise (figs . 3 and 4) \-li th the flat surfaces held uprj.ght bet1"een bake-
lite separators, eEl.ch 3 inches long. The separators were so designed 
that only four small projecting "points)" each 0.008 square inch in 
area, came in contact with the panelj hence ad.equate drainage was 
assured. The panels and separators ,,,ere suspended, on ba~celi te-cov-
ered monel metal rods which, in tU.l'.n, rested, i n slotted arms of monel 
metal angle supports. Monel metal springs, next to the outermost 
separators on each end, maintained close contact of the separator 
"points" with the panels. 
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Panels e~ose.d to tidewater at Hampton Roads gradually became cov-
ered vIi th a m:l.~ture o~ green organic -plant gJ:owtbs (mostly algae) and 
colloida2.. mud, the thicl;:ness of 'l-rhich seldom exceeded 1/16 inch. 
Animal organisms VTe:':'e relatively fevl in number, and consisted princi~ 
pnlly of barn~cles. 
At Biscayne Bay, Fla., (fig. 2C, 2D) the tidewater :panels 'I.;ere 
mounted at an angle of 450 , faced south, nnd >rere bolted to wood sup-
ports with bakelite insulators inte::.~ve:llng. Although the temperature 
of the vrater- was uniformJ...v higher than at Hampton Roads, the guanti ty 
and types of marine growth which ailllered to the panels were quite 
similar. 
At KID'€) Bach, N. C., the panels were e:cposed in a canal, which 
crossed Cape Fear, through which sea water was pumped more or less 
continuously at a rate of flow of from 1 to 2 feet per second.~ The 
panels were cont~nuously i~1ersed, at a de~th of from 3 to 4 feet ~ 
Marine grov.-ths were much more abundant, and of mere varied species, 
than at the other t'\vo stations, aud attained a total thickness of be-
tween 1 and 2 inches. These orgrnisms were responsible 'for some of the 
very severe corrosion which occu...""red on certain alloys at that lccali ty. 
Methods of ~;v8 luatin8_ColT08j Qn.- All pcnels were examined macro-
scopical]~ to determine the extent of corrosion, and were photographed 
at one-half natural size. ~licroscopic examinations of a number of 
cross sections revealed that in most instances the pits were too widely 
scattered and too shallovT to perui t accurate measurements of their depth 
and distribution, 
A method entailing the preparation of a plastic replica of the sur-
face :'.:'ecently developed at the National Bureau of Standards for evaluatiTlg 
surface finish (reference 1'7), was used experimentally on a few samples. 
The results were sufficiently promising to warrant continued resea-rch, 
now in progress, to determine the a:pplicabili ty of the method as a means 
for evaluating the degree of pin-hole corrosion, which serves as a fu-~c­
tion of surface rou-hnees on the stainless steel sheets. A beam of light 
is transI!li tted th2~ough the plastic replica maintained in oscillating 
motion, thence to a photo-electric cell. An alternating electronic vol~ 
meter: registers the average variation in the voltage. This serves as a 
measure of the eurface roughne88 arising from pitting. 
Tensile tests were used to a limited extent, but the method most fre-
quently erop~oyed to evaluate the damage from corrosion involved deter-
mining the approximate fatigue limits (refer9nce 15) on the steels before 
corro£ion a.:1Q. after el..-posure for different lengths of time. 
The tests "-ere made in flexural fatigue testing machines of the 
fixed doflection (constant strain) tj~e) developed by G. N. Krouse for 
4 
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sheet . Twelve spec::mens (fig. 5) were cut from each exposed panel in tho 
direction of rolling, thus precluding corrosion on the cut edges. The 
ed.ges of these specmens were carer'u.lly rub oed with Aloxi te pa}?er until 
the edges were very slightly rounded and no bur.:-s 1-rere detectable by 
touch. 
Each specimen, before testing, was calibrated as its own dynamometer 
by' measuring its 'deflection when loaded with dead weights (fig. 6) and 
hy ad,lusting a variable thrO'..r crenk to correspond to t.his deflection. 
Specimens were loeded at the free end end vibrated as a cantilever beam 
by means of the variabl.e-thro\i crank and. a connecting rod (fig. 7). 
The a;Ycle of stress represented a cc::nplete revej..'sal from a maximum ten-
sile stress to a compressive stress of equal mae7rltude. The value se~ 
lected for the fatigue liLrlt was the s~ress within 800 psi of the next 
highest stress which resulted in failure, provided at least tvro "runs" 
past 10 or 20 million cycles had 'been made. The machines operated at 
approximately 2~ million cycles of stress every 24 hours. 
RESULTS 
Effect of chemiQa~llill~ - The sheets initially exposed to 
the tidewater and. weather at Hampton Roads, Va., (table 1, note bl) 
were approximately 0.019 inch thick with bright-rolled (2-B) surface 
finishes. They contained 17 to 20 percent of chromium, 7 to 10 percent 
of nickel, and, in some instances, small amounts of molybdenum, tita-
nium, or columbium. Steel E, of the 16:1 type, was exposed with a 
pi ckled (No. 1) sUL~ace finish. A second series of thicker (0.030 to 
0.075 inJ panels (table 1" note b5), of comparable chemical compositions 
and with similar, and other degrees of surface finish were later expose~ 
The panels eA~osed to the tidewater for 3 years (fig. 8) exhibited 
only a very few areas of rust, most of which occurred adjacent to the 
overlapped edges on the shot-Yielded panels. Examination of the surfaces 
at low magnifications revealed ividely scattered, shallow, "pin-point" 
pi ts, around vThich rust was rarely visible. The wide discrepancy of re-
sults of the visual examinations, made by a ntunbcr of different ob-
servers, indicated that it was virtually impossible to rate these steels 
by that method according to their relative susceptibility to corrosion. 
Steel E, however, exhibited numerous "pin points' to approximately 1/8-
inch diameter areas of superficial rust, .. rhich occurred during the first 
6 months o~ exposure) and. were not much worse after 36 months of ex-
posure. It therefore, was consistently rated inferior in its corrosion 
resistance to steels of the 18:8 type. 
Panels exposed to the weather became covered more or less uniform-
ly with superficial, but adherent rust deposits. The rust gradually 
5 
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became thicker wi~h more prolonged ex~osure, but at the end of the third 
year (fig. 8) "las st:i 11 relat:i.vely thin, and removable by the application 
of a su:ttable metal cleaner aud polisher. 
At intervals of 6 months or less the rust was cleaned from some of 
the panels (steel Al, fig. 8) with a commercial cleaner~. This is a paste-
type cleaner concainjng a grit, vThLh leaves a water repellant "lax film 
on the metal after polishing. M:i.nute pits were observable under most of 
the rusted areas after this cleaning. Such period.ic cleaning did not pre-
vent corrosion, but appreciabl,y retarded the rate at \Thich rust formed. 
A panel, for example, cleaned after 30 months of e:>...-posure showed less 
rust at the eno. of the 36th month (fig. 8), than a similar panel, not 
cleaned, after its initial 6 months of exposure. 
Periodic inspections during the exposure tests consistently revealed 
the steels containing molybdelrum to be very much less rusted than the 
others, while Steel E exhibited. the most rust. Steels of the ordinary 
18:8 type, and those contaIning titanium or columbium were adjudged inter'-
mediate in thejr resistance to corrOSion, but a steel (BD-l) containing 
both molybdenum and columbium was somew'hat less rusted. 
In general, panels exposed to the "Teather at Hampton Roads subse-
quent to the insertion of the initial panels (table 1, note bl) were less 
rusted than these, probably owing in part to the relocation of the racks 
at a greater distance inland from the sea water. The quantities of rust 
on the steels of different compOSitions, however, remained in the same 
relative order. 
Results of the fatigue tests on the steels initially exposed are 
given in a number of diagrams (figs. 9 to 15), The small symbols on 
these diagrams each represent a test on a single specimen, while the 
l al'ge symbols denote the approximate flexural endurance limits (10 7 or 
10 8 cycles). Failures of the exposed samples in the fatigue testing ma-
chines occurred, with but a fevT exceptions, in less than ~ million 
stress cycles. 
Curves summarizing the results on panels exposed at Boush Creek, 
Hampton Roads, Va., (figs. 16, 17) reveal that the panels i"hich were ex-
posed to the weather usually suffered a greater loss in fatigue limit 
than did correspondinG ones exposed to the t:i.dewater. The reverse was 
true for panels exposed at the lagoon (fig, 17), probably owing to the 
more sheltered location of the weather exposure racks, The average rates 
of corrosion of all the exposed panels (fig. 1(7) was most rapid during 
the first 6 months of exposure, continueo. at a slow rate for the succeed-
ing 18 mohths, and then "TaS accelerated some"rhat during the final 12 
months. Irrespective of whether the panels were exposed to the weather 
or tidewater, the average variation in the percentage of 10s8 in the 
fatigue limits was only approximately± 3 percent from the mean value. 
6 
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Data from t~le fat-guo tests, plotted to permit a direct comparison 
of t he effuct of chumical cOlllposi tiona (fig. 18), agree in general with 
the re8ul~a of the mf1c:r.ograph:i.c e~~8J'Il.inR.t:i.ons. The steel s containing 
molybdemlID or ti t D.nil1m proy·ed. the most re.sistant to GOl'ros j_oJ.l; .. ,hilt the 
sh·ai.ght 18:8 st8ele, t hose containing columbium (containI ng less colum-
bI um th.'Ul is nv"T l·eco.Q1l'Ilended), and the one 16: 1 t;Y-.l?e s teel wera of de-
c:::oasi!ld corrosion :OE: s isb.J.1ce :i.n that order. It should also be noted 
t hat the curves for steel E are .don t1eC1:1.ral, particularly fOl:' the first 
6 months of exposure , 8 :1.nc~ no 1DI'I.terial was available on , .. hi eh to deter-
mine its fatigne limit in the ini'tial condition. A stress value (130,. 000 
psi ) Bomewuat hjgher than determined for the other steels v;ao a ssumed 
for calculating the pe.:::ocentege : ":'-t1 5 e 8 (fig. l 8 ).1 be cause the Vickers 
hardness numb0r for this 'steel was much higher tha...'1. for any of the ot her s . 
The follm."inc; data) obtained by the -plastiC replica method for 
evaluating surface finish (rereronc8 17),- acrees reaE'onably with the r e -
sults of the visua] examjnation& ana. t.he fatigue t.ests. The higher the 
values, given in mill:volts x 10-1 , the gro 9.ter the degree of surface 
roughness and pitting. 
Sur face Roug:me3s by Plastic Re::?l i ca Method - mill:;'volts X 10 - 1 
Exposed 36 months at BOllSh Cr eele 
_'==u_nc_o_rr_~_~e_d~~ _ _ _ += ___ T_i_d_G_W_a t~e-r===f-~=_·-_-_w_e~a~t~h-_e_r ___ -l 
6.7 _L 29,7 41.0 
8$5 24 .3 23 . 2 





Two steels were exposed a t BOllsh Creek, one containIng 3.7 :percent 
molybdenum (B-2), and the other 2.5 porcent (B-7). Periodic visual in-
spections throuBhont the 3··year exposw:'e indicated that the steel with 
thet Im-Ter molyb ~DmlID rusted some,,-hat mor e r apidly. The dEference was 
80 slight, however, as to be adjudged i:r:rrnnterial f or most practical 
applications. 
Fatigue test data on two steels expos8d to the "Tea ther for 1 year 
at Kure Beach, N. C., (table 3), indicated that a steel (F) contain-
ing 18 percent of chromuim, and 4 percent each of nickel and mangar.e se} 
was someshat more resistant than an ordincry l8~ 8 stee l (A-15) . Ten-
sile tests on the same panels failed to revea l any difference in the 
corrosiono The differentiation shown by the fatisue t e sts was ascribed 
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to their greater sensitivity t.o notch effects, as exempUfied by shallow 
surface pits. 
Two stra5.ght 18;8 type steels., one (A-9~ .T:'i5h a tensile strength- of 
190,000 pSi, ~~d the other (A-5) with 100,000 pSi, along with a 1/4-har~ 
rolled steel (Boo)) having a tensile strength 0-:: 120,000 psi were exposed 
siInu:i.taneously at the three localities. 'The fatigue tests (fig. 22) re-
vealed that steel A-C? usually .Tas the least susceptible to corrosion. 
Steel A-5 was somewhat more resistant to corrosion than steel B-3 under 
all the conditions of exposure, except in the sea water at Kure Beach., 
N. C, 
After the first sheets were withdrawn from the racks at Hampton 
Roads and the flexUl'al fatigue data bad revealed an a!lpreciable loss in 
endurance limit on the corroded sampleD, it was thought that losses of 
such m~~itude might be characteristic only for sheet. A series of R. Be 
Moore f'aticue specimene were therefore prep are o. from a 5/8 inch rod, for 
exposure to the ~eather. The c~emical ~~lysis o~ this rod yielded the 
following constituent percentages: 19.09, chromium; 9.15, nickel; 0.05, 
carbon; 0039) manganese; 0.010, phosphoruG; 0.015, sulpbur; and 0.29; 
ti tani 1.:!ID.. 
The fat:Lgue. specimenc were machined to a m:mllnum th:i.ckne.ss of 0.2 
inch in the reduc;ed section, ~',ere polished successively on l/O, 2/0, 3/0, 
rum 4/0 emery papers, a:ld then were pa8sivated for 1 hour in a 20-per-
cent solution of nitric acid by volume at 600 C. They were exposed to 
the weatl:1er at Hampton Roads on May 27 J 1942. The er..dura.~ce limits ob-
tainec. before and after corrosion were as follovTS: 
~Q~~1.re PerioQ Endurance Lilni~ 
(psi) 
Ini tial, unexposed 75,000 
1 year <55,000 
3 years 52,000 
Corrosion of shot welds and of fayine surfaceso- The resistance to 
corrosion of the shot ,velds on representative steels ,·ras a.etermined by 
meane of laboratory, as well as eX90sure, tests. The steels teoted in 
the laboratory were those designated. A-I (18:8), B-1 (3. 7 perce:nt of 
molybdenum), 0-1 (0.5 percent of titanium), fu~d D-5 (0.5 percent of 
columbium). The velded samples were iImnersed for 9 months, either 
i:..'ltermi ttentJy or continuously J in B. solution cents.ining 1 percent of 
magnesium chloride and l ~ percent of sodium chloride, at a pH of 7.0, 
and at room t'::'ID;peratQ'e~ No evidence of f ailure on a:tlY of the welds was 
, observed in these tests. 
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Contjnuou8 im~eTsion of similar sampls8 was also made, for 120 days, 
i:Ll a boiling 80luMon of t.he same composi t. ons except that the pH was 
adjusted to 3.0 by the addltjon of ferric 0hloride. The unwelded portlons 
of steels A-l, C-l, ane. ))-5 stained ml~ch more In the corrod.:!.ng solution 
than steel B-l. Steel D-5; "Thieh contained columri'..llTl, ,,'as the :.nost se-
verely attackedJ and one sample develvped very severe pits on parts of 
the surface away from the welds o 
After 15 clays of exposure in the boiling chloride solution exposed 
craBB sect:lons cut tr..rough some of the welds on steele C-l and D-5 (fie; B .. 
23a and 23b) l'eveau,d eevet"e cOl"'"roeioTlo At the end of J20 dayr:l two of · 
the "1"61ds in the titanium-bearjIlg steel C-l,. had failed (figEE.23c 8.J.'"ld 
23d); "'hile "\-relds in the ot~.er samples contained. only superficial p!ts, 
Shot weIde on pa.nels expoJed to the tidewaMr at Rfullpton Roade, Va" 
in general, appeared on visu8.1 inspection to be .no more severely pitted 
than the remainder of the sheets. On panelo exPosed to the 'Weatl:ler, hOl>1-
ever, thel'e was a marked te~de!lcy toward aLr:htly heavier deposl ts of 
r ust on the welds. Welds on the molybdenum-containing steels were the 
least rusted; while t hose on the 16:1 type stee~ E were the !nost rusted, 
Tensile tests were made on single shot wel.ds J of which there were 16 
on each welded pa.nel, after exposure at Hampton R:::>ads c Only a few of the 
welds showed marked losses in the oreakitg loads or exhibited evidence of 
severe rusting after prolop~ed exposure, These failures were probably re-
lated to specific conditio~s occurring at the mO!Il.ent of welding, rather 
than to the inherent chemical and microatrucvural characteristics of t~e 
shaets. 
Representative results of the tensile testa on a few of the steels 
(fig. 24) reveal that, except for isolated instances on corroded welds, 
the range in breaking loads for the single welds WEtS '\ori thin narrow 11mi te. 
The highest "<{alu6s were obtajned. on steel E. Tests made at the E. G. Budd 
Manufacturing Company on similar welds in this 16:1 type steel, showed 
that they would withstan.d a twist of onlJ" 100 before failure; whereas 
,.;e Ids in the 18: 8 type stee ls wi ths toad a twl st of 900 bef ore f ai lure" 
Shot welds in alloys corresponding to steel E proba.bly would not prove 
as satisfactory as the austenitic type alloys for highly stressed 
structures. 
On all the 18 :8 type steels to which petrolatum grease was applied 
at the faying s1.llfaces prior to shot welding, 11 ttle or no corrosion 
was noted at the overlaps after 3 years of exposure to tidewater or the 
"reather at Hampton Roads (figs, 25 and 26), and most of the grease was 
still ~~. When such greasing was omitted; hO"Tever I frOID 50 to '80 
percent of these areas were covered with rust. On steel E seme rustir~ 
occurred at the faying surfaces, even though grease ha.d been applied. 
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--E:Lf~_o;ill.rf..f.l.~~~§Jt~~ .f.;i.nL.qp....eJl,.. Steels containing 2.7 
(B-7) or 3.7 (Bo. '3) percent of moJyoclenllm Here 8lU'face treated, prior to 
Gyposure, in the following wa;ys: 
L (Pi) - Dic1clei. - Treated I'0r 20 to 30 minutes in a solution 
containing 20 percent of nit-ri8 acid and 4 percent of hydro·· 
fll10ric acid, by volume, at 60 c. 
2. (Pa) -.~sivate~<- Treate d for 60 minutes i n a solution of 
20 pel'cent nitrlc acid at Goo C. 
4. (Fa -Pr-Pa ) - _P8,ssivate~.Lp:r.e -l:g!:~rac~~flDi~~tecl .- Passiva-
tions as in (2). 'rhe pre - sul'fa-~e (pre-pi tUng) t!'eatment 
consisted of i1LInoreion foi.' 30 mInutes jn a. la-percent fer-
ric chloride solution at room temperatvra. 
5. (Pi-Pa-Pr-Pa) - Plck~.ed~a~i v~tcd...L2~~urfac~ passivated.-
S8I!le treatments as in (hj 11ith a pre-pickle as in (T). 
After 3 years of exposure to the tl<lewate::::- and vTeathel~ a.t Hampton 
Roads) Va., all panels were inspectec by four observel's and rated numcl'i-
cl:l.lly with respect to the quantity of corrosion present (table 4). For 
panel£' e:xposed to the weather the rl~st deposits served as a reliable cri-
t erion of corrosion "hile those exposed. to tide1-later exhlai ted only scat-
ter-ed and minute surface pits, which rondered judgement much more diffi-
cult , The ratings indicate, particula.dy on the panels which were ex-
posed to the atmosphere, that those given the pickled-passivated treat-
ment exhi.bi ted the least rust. Panels 'Yihich Here passivated, pre-sur-
faced, and passivated (tl'eatment 4) exhibited more rust than others 
given tho same treatments after pre-pickling (treatment 5). The bene-
f:i.cial effect of vickling prior to pas3i vation also was noted on steel 
A-9. Panels of this 18:8 type steel whJch were passivated only, exhibit-
ed consIderably more rust after exposure to the ,.,eat-her than other pan.els 
which wore pickled, then passivated. 
It may be concludod, ther~fore) that :pi c1l:1i.11g prior to passivating 
treatments tends to improve the resistance to corrosive attack, but that 
the more elaborate systems of passivation coupled with pre··surfacing af-
ford no mo:oe protection than does a l3inele passivaUon without pre-
pIckling. 
A number of steels of different chemlcal compositions and connner-
cial surface finishes (table 1, note b5) wore exposed at Hampton Road_s. 
On panels exposed to the t5.devater, for periods up to 3 year3, areas of 
superficial rust occurred occasionally on panuls havjng the duller sur-
face finishes (designated No. 2-D and No.1). On specimens exposed to 
the weather, the amount of rust on panels of a given composition cor-
related with the degree of surface polish (fig. 27). 
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The rust tended to form on isolated areas, approximately 1/2 inch 
jn diameter, on panels having the No. 1 and No. 2-D finisheo. The de-
posi ts viere thicker on the No. 1 than on the No. 2-D finishi and. were 
notlceacly hea.vier on' these tvo finishes tl1an on the ochers. Although 
the rust on the surfaces having Nos. 2-B, No.4, and No. 6 finishes vTas, 
in general} mueh nore superficie,l, the number of ind:!,vidual areas of 
rU'3t were more numerolls and of ema.ller size, seldom exceeding 1/8 inch in 
a.iameter. The amol.4"'1.t of rust on the No. 2-D alld No. 4 finishes was ap-
proximate1y the same; but in gone1"81 teno.ed to be sOlUe1-That less on the 
No. 6 finish. A No. 7 finish, the hieh3st degree of polish of the panels 
tested and applied on~ to the straight 18:8 steels} exhibited the least 
rust. 
Certain of these panels were cleaned periodically . v!i tJ::. a commercial 
cleaner. On the two surfaces having dull finishes, Nos . 1 and 2-D, the 
cleaner usually removod. the rust only partially oven after vigorous rub·· 
bing. Rust on the surfaces hav:!ng Nos. 2-B, 4, and 6 f5.nishes could be 
entire~ removed without the application of much pressure e Rust from 
surfaces with the No.7 finisn was readily removed with relatively 
light rubbing. 
A fevT panels of the 18:8 type were exposed to the tide"ater at Ha.mp-
ton -Roads, Va., after applying hand. brushed clear varnish coatings. The 
c08.tings included two applied by the E. r. DuPont de He::n.ours Co., and 
two applied b;y t.he Hercules Pm-Tder Corapany. The coatings all began to 
peel from the sheets during the first year and ,.,ere almost entirely off 
a t the end of the second year. Most paints are 'not adherent) on pol-
ished stainless steel surfaces. 
Couta.Q:ts with dissimilar metals.- Steel C-l, stabilized with 0.5 
percent of titanium, was the one used on the panels having stainless 
steel exposed in contact with aluminum or maGnesium alloys at Hampton 
Roads 0 The first year of exposure in the tidewater racks (figs. 28 and 
29) showed that the four aluminum alloys investigated} commerCially 
known as 24s-T~ Alclad 24s-T, 53S- T, ru1d 52S-l/2H, were highly anodic. 
They were severely corroded, and corrosIon products formed in large 
quantities between the faying surfaces of the steel and tho aluminum 
alloys} especially when the surface aroas of the aluminum alloys were 
small as compared ivi th the steel. 
Both the macroscopic and microscopic examinations revealed that 
alloys 24s- T and Alclad 2'~S-T vTere the most severely attacked, with 
53S-T somewhat less so, and 52S-l/2H the least. Thls a.oes not neces-
sarily indicate the order of tho potential differences involved since 
the 52S-1/2H and Alclad 248- If alloys are inherently the most reoistant 
to corrosion. 
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Identical couples eXI10sed to the weathor (fig. 30) corroded similarly 
to those :I.n tidewater but at a much slower rate. In some instances (fig. 
30, alloy 24s-T) the accumulation of corrosion products at the faying sur-
face resulted in sufficient stress to break off rivet heads. Stress-
corrosion cracks, for t.he S8.I:le reason, were present on some of tho 21+8 T 
exposed to the weather or tidewater, arId on the Alelad, 24s-T s~rips ex-
posed to tide .. :'ater (fig. 3IC) attached to stainless steel panels. 
A series of panels was included, jn the tidewater exposure only, in 
",hich stainless steel strips were i nsulated from the aluminum alloy main 
panels by the follovTing mediums: 
1. No insulation 
2. Four sheets of 0 .002-inch thick aluminum foil, Navy Specificatton 
ACII07 l!., Grade A, with aluminum washers, Type AN960-A-6 under 
tIle Type AN430-D Thomson Head, anod.ized ,17S-T rivets. 
3, Cellulose tape 
4. Grade A cotton fabriC, Nevy Specification Ac6- 97 impregnated 
wi th a bakeli te- type seam compound. 
5. Grade A cotton fabl'ic impregrn.ted with soya-bean oil and a clear 
spar varnish (1:1 ratiO), Navy Specification Vll~c. 
6. Grade A cotton fabric impregnated ,vi th a bi tumenlike substfu"lce . 
T!1e alum.i.num alloy main panels wel'e painted ,vi th ono coat of primer 
and two coa ts of varnish, pigmented with J:l- pounds of aluminum po"deT . 
per gallon, The stainless steel strips were not painted, nor ,.;ore som.e 
panels of Alclad 1.7S-T alloy. Aluminum alloy panles which w(.re painted 
included Alclad 17S-T, anodized 17J.- T, anodized 24s·-T, and 52S-l/2H. 
The panels were rem.oved from the tidewater racks after 2 years of ex-
posure (fig. 32) and the macroscopic examination revealed: 
1. The stainless steel strips showed no attack on any of the panels. 
2. Rivet heads were practica lly unatt.acked on (a) all unpainted Al-
clad 17S-T panels, irrespective of the system of insulation, 
and (b ) all panels ,.here th8 insulatIon .. laS aluminum foil. 
3. As jud.eed by the qua:ntity and distribution of the corrosion 
products a.round the edges of the stainless stee l strips , 
thE; bost systems of insulation were the a.luminum fOil, and 
the impregnated cotton fabric systems. Soya-bean oil plus 
varni sh and bakeli tc-type impregnations were somewhat more 
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effective than the bit~~inQus-type . The cellulose tape and 
non - insulated systems were ineffective. 
4 . Paint failures: extending 3/8 inch inward from the edges, were 
prevalent on all except the 52S-1/2H panels. On painted panels, 
less carras on products were present on the 52S-l/2H and Alclad 
l7S-T than on the remaining alloys. 
5. Painted and anod ized l7S '·T rivet heads were fairly severely a'b-
tacked on paj.nted Alclad 17S-T, 17S-T, and 24S-T alloys, es-
pecially on the latter tiro. The numJ:)e r of heads on which 
attack occu.rl'ed, ~owever, was least for the alumj.num foil , 
and most for the cellul,)se ta;::>e and non .. jnsnlated systQ:ms. 
6,. "Spotting" of rjvet heads wHh t'lVO coats of alumlnum paint proved 
ineffecti ve ,,,here the heads 'Were adjacent to stainless steel. 
Fai_ure occurred. on upward of 50 percent of the painted heads, 
probably augmented by poor adh<.:!re.ce of paint to the steel, and 
tho resulting attack often was more severe than on unpainted 
ri vet heads. 
7. Probably none of the systems of insulating proved as ef~ective as 
may be desired. Painting of the aluminum port.i.on definitely 
removed much of the alod~c (protective ) effect of the panel 
upon the rivets . Where the d.issimilar metal is much the smaller 
in area, as on the present PQnels, it is suggested that more 
effective in8'113.tion might be obta ... ned by painting the smaller 
otrj.ps, rather than the larger panel areas, if adherent paint 
'\VerE: available . 
T\~ unpainted magnesium alloys, Dov~etals M and H, were very severely 
attacked when coupled with stainless steel, especially when exposed to 
tidevrater at Hampton Roads. Immediately after the first tidewater had 
covered these panels, violent bubbling of the water oCvurred, and the re-
action WuS audible at a distance of approximately 15 feet . An adherent 
white corrosion product was deposited on the steel, which attained a 
thickness of 0 .004 inch on the second day of exposure (fig. 33 ), at which 
time the first set of unpainted panels ,,,as r8movt:1d. The '\Vhite deposit 
gradually disa~peared, and the underlying steal ,vas found unattacked . 
The Dowmotal M was attacked somewilat more rapidly than the Dowmetal H. 
The unpa.i.nt~d pan01s were removed from the tidewater racks after 1/15, 
1, 3, and 12 months, while panels painted prior to exposure (fig. 34) 
were removed from the tidewater racks after 1, 3) 71, and 12 months. 
The paint schedule consisted of 1 coat of zinc chroffiate primer and 
3 coats of alu.'1lin'..UD -pigrnented varnish (NaY" S:Jecificatlon VIO-d) . 
Unpainted panels exposed to the weather corroded at a much slower 
rate than thoso exposed to tidewater, but oetween the first and second 
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years corrosion products at the fayjng surfaces (fj.g. 3M. and 3lB) were 
sufficient in quantity to cause stress corrosion cracking of the stain-
less steel strips. The pai nt between the faying surfaces on the painted 
p811els afforded excellent protection, . and severe corrosion at tho couples 
was not noted until after the second year of weather exposure (fig. 34). 
A number of panels (Steel A-6) .. ere suspended in the tidevrater r acks 
between separators of WOOd,. glass, hard rubber, bakelite, monel metal, 
copper, or brass. Panels were suspended by each supporting materlal, by 
the (1) Jtfour-point" method used in the main programs, and (2) with con-
tact established with the steel over an area of approximately one square 
inch. The metallic se:pa.rato.cs were arranged, in some instances, to permi t 
a complete elect:L·~. c circuit through them and the test panels. 
The tests revealed that any of the materials were suitable for sus-
pending stainless steel in sea water, provided the "four-point" method 
was used, and that the suspend.ing meclium was kept in very close contact 
wi th the steel. Where the areas of contact (fig. 36) were 1 square 
inch and no provision was made for drainage, the "inert" separators, such 
as wood, glass, hard rubber, and bakelite were relatively less satisfactory . 
Inasmuch as the areas of contact were not optically flat, a suffiCiently 
close contact between the separators 'and the steel was not possible even 
with the aid of monel springs . 
The severi ty of the corrosion on the stee l panels vTaS increased when 
the wood and bakelite separators were painted with either clear or alumi-
mUll-pigmented marine spar varnishes. Such vehicles, once permeated, ap-
parently retained saline moisture ana oxygen vThich affected the corrosion 
on the steel. No evident electrolytlc corrosion occurred on the stainless 
steel panels in contact with the monel, brass) or copper separators, 
whether or not the system of mounting permitted the completion of an elec-
tric circuit. It is decmed unwise, hOllever, to use dissimilar metals 
for supports in tidewater tests, since they may ir.fluence the rate of 
attack on the panel. Corrosion. products which formed on the copper and 
brass separators, for example, may have resulted in part from electrolyt..:. 
ic action. 
Effect of 19cality of expo~- It has been previously stated that, 
at all localities, corrosion products accumulated in greatest abundance on 
the under, or earthward, surfaces of the stainless steel panels exposed 
to the ''leather. This observation has been made by many investigators, and 
is regarded as characteristic of most metals, whethor the weather exposure 
condi tions be classifiable as marine, inland rural) or industrial. No 
entirely satisfactory theory has been promulgated to account for th1s be-
havior, but the cleansing action of rain 'vater on the ekyward surfaces is 
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The corrosiun prod.ucts which forru. Oll the eart.hward surface usually 
are neither continuous nor of uniform thickness. COlllparativelY 'heavy 
depositiolls approximately circular in area, and varying in size from 
points to 1/2 inch diame tel', u6ually are dis tr:l.bllted more or less uni-
formly. On the rest of the surface the products are either more super-
ficial or absent. .Analogous surface appoarancos are rarely achieved in 
the various t ypos of laboratory tests. 
However, such surface apJ.)earflnces were duplicated at the National 
Bureau of Standards in rather sjmp1e B,nd purely quali tati ve experiments. 
Strips of sheet metals approxilllateJ.y 2 feet long and from 1 to 3 inches 
vTide , were bent l'ectangularl;y at each end. One vms placed in a beaker 
of boiling water, the other in a b",aker of ice weter, to assure a temp-
erature ' gradient. ThG horizontally situated sheet w'as sprayed rTf th 8, 
dilute solution of sodium chlortde on i ts top and bottom sUl'faces. As 
soon as dryinc "tvBS complete tho spra.y W"af'l repeated. Drying occurred at 
a slower rate ' on the under surface. Corros~.on products formed ini tial-
ly, usually in a narrm'T band. leBs than 1/2 inch wi d.e , at a location . 
nearest the hotter end, ruld on the un~er side. With repeated sprayings 
and alternate dryings the width of tho bund gradually increased toward 
the colder end, and finally atbained 5.ts ap-parent maximum wIdth. 
This bebavj.or is beHeved to be rulaloc;ous to that which results 
in outdoor·weatherlng. The phenomonon is suegestive of a type of elec~ 
trolytic cell, porhaps of the oxygen-concentratjon variety, which proba-
bly attains its maximum activity d.uring the perlods of rotention of 
films of moisture having certain critical ranges of thickness. The 
films ultimately become dj.scont:l nuous and agglomerate j,nto droplet.s 
owing to surface tension. The length of time that the critical films 
are present, probably determines the rate at which the corrosion pro-
ducts form. 
In 'outdoor weathering the formation of corrosion products is 
therefore lareely dependent upon the frequency of rainfalls, or of 
condensations associated wj.th the dew .. point, the humidity, and the rate 
of dry:tng engendered by sunlight. 'l'he sun hastens the drying on the 
sky>-rard surface of the e.xposuxe panel, much more than on the earthward 
surface. It has been shO"tm (fig . 17) that minor changes in 10catJon at 
a single localit:r TilR.y be a determining factor, u.s to lThether corrosion 
is more severe on the sta!nl ess steel panels exposod to the "\-leathor, or 
on those exposed to tide,mter . 
The resul.ts of tho fatigue tosts on panels exposed s i multaneous-
ly (Stoe ls A- 5, A-9, and B-3) at Hmrpton Roads, Kure Beach, and Chapman 
Field (figs. 19, 20, 21, and 22) already hav(; been given wit!:: respect to 
the behavior of each steel. The average data for the three stoels 
(fig. 35), plotted on the basis of percent loss of initiaJ e~ldllranCe 
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the 10calHy of exposure. Panels exposed to the vreather at Kure Beach ex-
hibited more loss in fatlgue limits than th08~ exposed under a.ny of the 
other ruarine conditions. These curves show that ufter exposure to weath-
er or tidewater at R8lJl:ptoIl Roads or Chapman Field, or after exposure to 
sea water at Kure Beach, the averege varjation in the percentage of loss 
in the fatigu.e limits was i-1i thin± 2~ percent. This compares closely 
wi th the vahle of ± 3 percent (fig. rn obtained at 'the Hampton Roads 
station on a larger number of specimens initially exposed on a different 
date. 
In general, the surface appearance was very similar on all the 
stainless steel panels exposed to the sea water at the three localities 
and rust discolorations usually were not present. '.rhe only exceptions 
occurred at Kure Beach, where the two straight 18:8 steels were severe~ 
rusted under the areas of contact with their bakelite supports (fig . 36), 
and alonB longitu.dinal streaks extending outward from the same source. 
Such a.:r·eas "rere discard.ed in machining the specimens for the fatigue tests. 
Only one panel (Steel B-3) was left in the sea water at Kure Beach for 
the 12-month expoEure, and it contained several pits obviously associated 
1'1i th the action of sea-organisms. 
The panels exposed to the weather at Hampton Roads and Chapman 
Field exhibited superficial rust and "rere quite alike in appearance, 
while those at Kure Beach were considerably more rusted (figs. 37 and 38). 
Surface rHst was consistently least on the 1/4-hard molybdenum-con-
taining steel, B-3. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The conclusions that follow are pertinent to prulels exposed for ap-
proximately 3 years, under extreme marine conditions, as exemplified by 
tidewater or weather expooure of metals in close proximity with salt 
water. 
1. Deposits of rust formed in greatest quantity upon the under 
surfaces of p~~els exposed to the weather at wlglcs departing from 
the vertical. 
2. Rust deposits usually 70rmed in greatest quanti ty and thickness 
within the first 6 months of weathering. Thereafter, for periods up to 
36 months, pronounced changes in surface appearance did not ordinarily 
occur, although the deposits increased slightly in quantity. Minute 
pi ts were often discerned beneath many of the rusted areas after cleruling. 
3. Rust rarely formed on 18:8 sheet panels exposed to tidewater, 
particularly those vrith bright-rolled, or highcr degrees of surface 
]:6 
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fjnish ) but m:5.nute pits were discernjble at low magntfic:1tions . Similar 
ste61s) with dull finishes, amo~ them a 16:1 s~eel; ~~sted . 
4. Steels a~)proximat ing the 18: 8 com~osi tion, and containing from 
2 .5 to 3 .5 parcent of molybdenum) exhibitod much loss rust on weathering 
than those of the ordinary 18 :8 type with or without additions of tjta-
nium or colum~ium . St')els with 3.5 percent of molybdonum rusted slightly 
luss than those with 2.5 percent) but for most practical applications the 
differGnce may be roga-ded as nagligible. 
5, The quantity and dist • .'ib'J.tion of' the rust on sheet panels 8X -
posed t o the weather ma;y serve.; as critoria for approximate evaluations 
of the corrosion, but visuul :i.ns:p0cLjons frequently are inadequate for 
such evaluations of panols exposod. to tJday.;-atE;r. A plastic replica 
m~thod employed for surfa00 an~lysis anpears ~romising as a means for 
evaluating the decree of corrosion pittbg, after the rust has been r e -
moved, as a function of surface rouglln0ss. Flexural fatigue tests ap-
peared to be more sensitive than tensile tests as a measu.re of the 
damage causod by corrosion . 
6 . The relative susce?tibility to corrosion of the particular 
shoets under the specifj.c conditions of exposure used ::'n these investi -
gations (fig . 17) could be established by fati~~e tests . These revealed 
a sU:9uriority in the stoels ccmt'3.~ning molybienum or titanium, and an 
inferiority of the heat -aged columbium -bearing st8el and one of the 16:1 
type . The rslatively narrmv r ango of the 10s8 in fatigue limits (±5 llor-
cent) for all the steels except the last two) indicated that tho order of 
susceptibility may be expected. to show variations ) withjn the ranges 
establj.s:1ed, on different heats of mvtal exposed under the same , or other 
marjne conditions . 
7. TIe greatest corros:'on damage , us determined by loss in i'atigue 
limits, occ'u'red during the first 6 months of exposure . Thereafter) up 
to 3 yea~s, the rate of loss usually was v0ry low . 
8 . The fatigue tests revealod that) at a givon locality the damage 
re st'- l t ~.ng from oxpo sure to the we at he l' may) or may not, be worse than 
that r esulting from exposur;j to S:3a water . Minor changes, such) for 
example) as the distance inland of 'tfGatber-ex,os·J.re panels from the 
wat8r , tho extent to which sea organisms may accolerato the corrosion, 
and so fJrth) may be the determining factors . . 
9. Shot welds, on panels exposed to the weather, tended to be 
slightly moru susceptible to rust formation than oth0r portions of the 
sheut, on steels of the 18 :a type, and to a somewhat greater degree on 
a 16 :1 typo of steel. Shot ivelds on molybder..um-containing ste<:;ls are 
mu h less susceptible to rustine than on other 18:8 type steels . In 
tidowater immors :i.ons the shot wolds do not, as a rule exhibit r ust . 
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10. Tb~ strength characteristics of shot welds, in general, re-
mained un~'foL t ed ai'tel' pl'O longed ex-posul'e to Ghe vleather or sea ,,,ater. 
The relatively few instances in which shot welds exhj.b: ted SeVei:'3 cor-
rosion anll loss jn strength were attributed -co alight imperfections in 
the orieinal weldinG proc~dure. 
11. On ahot-welded panGls tile most severe rusting frequently 
occurred at the i'aying sUl'facos of t.he sheets. Applications of appro--
priate greases, such as petrolatmn, ,,,ere Effec tive in preventing such 
corl'osio::1. 
12. Picklillg, prior to pasf3ivating su:.~face tl'eatments, tended GO 
'mprove the r8sistance of stainleso steels to corrosive attack. Systems 
of surface tl~eatment "tn \'lhieh pUfJsivation was coupled "ith pre-pitting, 
were no more beneficial than passivation vThich vTas not preceded by a 
p'ickling treai-ment. 
13. On panels eXIlosl;d to the ,,,eather the degree of polish sie:nifi-· 
cantly influonced the amount of rusting. Dull finishes (Nos. 1 and 2-D) 
rusted the most, or~lina.ry cOl1lI?1el'cial pollshos (Nos. 2-B, 4, and 6) rust-
ed less, wIlile mirror pOlishes (No.7) rusted. the l east. Rust also tend-
ed to develo.!:1 on dull finj shed panels cXJ:losed to sea \Tater. 
14. The adherence of rust to tho sUl'f3.ce j.ncreased as the degree of 
polish decreased. The superficial rust on polished surfaces may be re-
moved easily by the a.pplication of sui table types of metal c leaners, but 
can be removed only vlith difficulty, and frequently not cOIL.pletely, from 
the d.uller Burface finisheEl. The per:Lodic cleaning of steels exposed to 
the vleather 1·ms eneficial, and the wa:;~ films left by certa:Ln cleaners re-
tarded the formation of rust. The duller surface f'jnishes requjre clean-
ing morE; frequent ly. 
15. The heat-treatment of cold-rollod sta:i.nless steels at 4400 J)' 
for 24 hours resulted in no marked change in extent of rust.Lng on panels 
exposed to outdoor weathering. 
16. Varnishing or painting of polj shed stainless steel afforderl 
only temporary protoction, mV'ing to tho fact that paints d.id not adhere 
very well, under marine exposure, to Buch surfaces . 
17. Aluminum alloys and mag."lesium a.lloys , es??eclally the latter, 
were highly anodic to stainless steels and vTere severely atta,cked whon 
in contact with them. The ratio of the areas is very i:rrrportant and af'-
f(;cts the rate of corrosion on the anodic member of the couple. Where 
the area of the steel is small compared \"i th the lir,ht alloy, the min1-
mum corrosion. of the latter r osults from electrolysis, while tho maxi-
mum corrosion results vThen the area relationships are reversed . 
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18. Since the eJ..ectrolJ'tic cou1)le is effective only "Then mOisturo 
is present, the severity of the cOl'rosion was very much worse for panels 
exposed to sea "ator than for thoGe exposed to wc~therJ.ng. 
19. Lees corrosion is to be expected when aluminum alloys 52S-
1/2H or 538- '1' are in contact with stainless s·teel, than with alloys 24s-
T or Alcllld 24s-T. Accumulations of corl'osion products on strips of the 
Jatter alloys) 0A.'}losed to the '\ bather for ,2 years, tendeu to forco the 
strips away from the steel p~lo1 and somettmes resulted in stress cor-
rosion cracking on tho aluml.num allo,),8 and breaking off the heads of ri-
vets used to join the metals. 
20 . Insulation between stainless steel strips on aluminum alloy 
panels may be effective tn preventing severe corrosion on the aluIllinum 
alloy immersed in sea water for periods up 1;0 ? years . Aluminum foil, 
or cotton fabrics impl'egnatod vii th Boya- bean oil and varnish, or vri th a 
bakelite-type seam compound, "lere suitable for use as insulators. Suit-
able paint sched.ules, applied at the faying surfaces, are satisfactory 
for many conditions of weather exvcsure . 
21. No satisfactory system of insulation has yet been devised for 
the protection of magnesium alloys which are exposed to sea water in 
contact ,'lith stainless steels. 
22 . Magnesium alloys nominally containing 1.5 percent of m~ganese 
(Do~1metal M) were more soverely attacked when in contact with stainless 
steels than an alloy containing 6 percent of aluminum, 3.0 percent of 
zinc, and 0.2 percent of manganese (Dowme.tal H). 
23. On unpainted magnesium alloy panels joined to stainless 
steel, and exposed to the weather) the accuuulation of corrosion pro-
ducts at the faying surfaces Illay result in the stress-corrosion crack-
ing of the m~tal forming the strip. Suitable paint schedules, such a.s 
a zinc chromate primer with good grades of marine spar varnish, afford-
ed excellent protection for periods in excess of a year. 
National Bureau of Stnndards, 
Washington) D. C,) August 1945. 
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TABLE 1. - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHlIRACTERISTICS OF THE STAINLESS STEEL SHEETS 
Desig- COmDler- Thick- Surfaca ExpOB- Chemical compos1t1on -
nation cial (tee f1nieha ur.b (percent) 
t yp e i n.) 
Cr N1 C Mn S1 S P Othar s 
A_ l e 306 0.017 2-B 1 19.99 9. 82 0.09 0.49 0.271 0.010 0.019 --
A_lAC 306 .015- .030 2-B 1 19.17 8.96 .09 
·39 .325 .009 .020 --
A- 2 d 306 . 067 2.B 5 19.oB 9·05 .. 092 .526 . 576 .0126 .0226 --
A_ 3d 306 .050 2-D 5 lB. 86 8.97 .. 104 .596 .396 .0066 ,.0198 --
A_4d 306 .045 7 5 lB. 86 8.67 .05 . 556 . 3~ .0096 .0216 --
fd 306 .016 4 8 18.72 8.68 .06 . 546 .366 . 0086 .OlB6 A- 5 --
A_6c 304 .0lB 2-B 6 lB. 54 8.17 .07 .54 .434 .012 .007 
--
A_6AS 304 .040 2-B 9 lB.3 8. 4 .08 .33 - - -- -- --
-d 
.046 lB. 24 .06 e .348 6 6 A-7 302 1 5 9.03 . 51 .010 .022 --
A_1Ad 302 .061 2-B 4 lB . 8. 
-- -- -- -- -- --
A_8d .061 6 8. 42 a 6 6 a 302 5 17. 92 .092 .37 .20 .010 .020 --
A_9d 302 .020 2_Bh1 7, 8 17.82 8.25 . 118 . 52 .39 .014 .017 --
A- loB 302 .025 2-B 1 17.8 7.7 .li . 50 .26 -- -- --
A-liS 302 .031 2-B 1 17.8 7.5 .09 .66 . 31 --- -- --
A_12S 302 .020 2-B 1 17. 8 7· 3 .10 .59 .45 -- -- - -
A-13S 302 .020 2-B 1 17. 6 7.45 .li . 54 . 35 -- -- --
A_14S 302 .021 2-B 1 17·5 7·35 .11 .59 .38 -- --- --
A_15J 302 .060 2-B 3 17. 48 8.28 .10 .50 - . -- -- -- • I 
A--£ 302 .011 2-B 1 11.3 7.4 .10 .58 .40 -- -- --
B-1 C 317 .0lB 2-B 1 17.91 li. oB .08 1. 41 .364 .006 .015 Me 3. 67 
B_ 2d 2-~ 1.686 8 8 .OoB6 317 .051 2 lB. 80 13·70 .07 .29 .014 Me . 3.60 
B- 3 d.k 317 .023 2-B 8 19.00 13.74 .05 1.52 .60 -- .008 Me 3. 40 
B_4d 13.04 .06 
8 8 6 
. OlB 8 " 317 .043 4 5 lB. 21 1. 52 .30 .012 Me 2. 94 
d. a 8 ~ e Me 2.94 e B-5 317 .051 1 5 17.99 13.28 .056 1.52 . 30 .012 .0lB 
B_6d 
.076 10.48 .064 a .178 .0096 .0lBa Me 2.896 316 2-B 5 17.71 1.07 
B-1 d 316 .063 2_Bh 2 17.79 10.72 1.27e . 346 6 e e .05 .012 .Oli Me 2.70 
B_8 d 316 .046 2-D 5 17. 09 12.89 .056 1.50 .29 .006 .013 Me 2.10 
d lB. 88 13.60 BD-l -- 2-B 7 .06 1.50 .49 .008 .019 Me 1.87, Cb 0. 57 
d 4 lB. 88 13. 60 .06 1.50 .49 .008 .019 Me 1.87,Cb 0. 57 BD-2 -- 7 
C_ lc 321 .0lB 2-B 1 l? 56 9.12 .07 .41 .463 .008 .015 T1 0.50 
C_2d 321 .041 2-D 5 17 . 31 1l. 00 .046 .50 .45 .005 .012 T1 
· 37 
C_ 3d 321 .053 2-B 5 18.42 10.07 .046 1.39 
6 a a a .3~ .61 .009 .023 T1 
C_ 4d 321 .038 1 5 18.78 .10. 20 .056 1.346 ,656 6 6 .278 .005 .022 T1 
dZ 
347 6 8 D-l . 031 2-B 1 lB. 40 8.56 .oB .50 .47 .020 ~01O lIb 0.79 
D_2d 347 .043 2-D 5 lB. 06 10.50 .072 1.328 .738 .008 6 .Oli6 Cb .778 
D-l 347 .055 2-B 5 lB. 64 li.OO .062 1.426 .408 .0108 .0138 Cb .76' 
D- 4d 347 .04.4 1 5 11.85 10.70 .010 1.236 .588 .0096 .0156 Cb .648 
D-5c 347 .0lB 2-B 1 17.84 9.90 .oB .46 .200 .007 .015 Cb .53 
i" 431 .0lB 1 1 17.70 1.62 .oB .72 .5lB .021 .012 
--
F J 
-- .063 2-B 3 lB. 3 4.1 .07 3.95 
-- -- -- --
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TABLE 1 (Continued) 
aThese commercial finish designations signify: -1, pickled; 2-B, bright cold-
rolled; 2-D, dull cold-rolled; 4, standard polish (architectural), ground; 6, standard 
polish, satin, tampico brush; 7, finish 2-B, plus grit grind to 320 emery, and a final 
buff, high luster. 
b1Exposed to tidewater and weather at Hampton Roads, Va., in June 1938. Withdraw-
als made from weather racks after 7i, 24, and 36 months; from tidewater racks after 
7i, 12, 24, and 36 months of exposure. 
b2Exposed to tidewater and. weather at Hampton Roads, in June 1938 and removed 
after 36 months of exposure; some panels, however, were transferred to the weather 
racks from the tidewater racks, after 12 months of exposure and remained 24 months in 
the weather racks. 
b3Exposed to weather at Kure Beach, N. C., in November 1941, and withdrawn after 
12 months. 
b4Exposed to tidewater at Hampton Roads, Va., in September 1938, and withdrawn 
after 33 months. 
b5Exposed to tidewater and weather at Hampton Roads, Va., in November 1940; with-
drawn from weather racks after 7, 18, and 36 months and from the tidewater racks after 
18 and 36 months. Some of the panels in the weather racks occasionally were cleaned 
to remove rust. 
b6Exposed to tidewat~r at Hampton Roads, Va., in June 1938 and withdrawn after 7i, 
12, 24, and 36 months of exposure. 
b7Exposed to tidewater and weather at Hampton Roads, Va., 10 June 1940 and with-
drawn from the tidewater racks after 12 and 24 months, and from the weather racks 
after 12, 24, and 36 months of exposure. 
b~osed simultaneously at Hampton Roade, Va., Kure Beach, N. C., and Chapman 
Field, Fla., in October-November 1940. Withdrawals made after 6 and 12 months at 
Hampton Roads and Kure Beach, and after 6 months only at Chapman Field. 
b9Exposed to tidewater at Hampton Roads, Va., in June 1938 and withdrawn after 24 
months of exposure. 
cMaterial furnished by the American Steel and Wire Company. 
dMaterial furnished by the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation. 
eLadle analyses; all others represent the manufacturers' check analyses on the 
billets. 
fAnnealed; ultimate strength 100,000 psi. 
gMaterial furnished by the Sharon Steel Corporation, via the Edward G. Budd Man-
ufacturing Company, which cooperated by preparing most of the shot-welded panels. 
hSome panels surface-treated by means other than s1llIple passivation in n1 tric 
acid. 
iSome panels, after rolling, heated at 4400 F for 24 hours, then cooled in air. 
JMaterial used in cooperative test with the International Nickel Company. 
kIn the one-fourth hard condition; ult:1lllate strength, 122,000 psi. 
ZHeat-aged to an ultimate strength of l.8o,ooo psi. 
~terial furnished by the Republic Steel Corporation. 
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at 2~0 /250 C 
Total solids, 
dried at 110° C 
AT 'l'RE E:x.rOSURE LOCALITIES 
Hampton Ros.d.s, va'-J 
Boush I 
Creek'a 
KU1'e Beach J 
N.C. (Cape 
Fear) . 
~~son -:re::Jj~~~i:,n Fla. 
(Biscayne 
Bay) 
- '- .----+-------1 
8 . 0 
Practically color- ! 
less wi th a shlall 

















1.75 I 1.88 1--

















__ . 1_ .. _. __ . __ .. -----1-1 __ ----1-__ --..-.J 
aridewater ex;oosure site from June 1933 to Nov. 1940. 'rhe analysis 
was made after a pel'iod of h0avy rainfall and :probably represents the 
minimum salini.ty. 
'b.ridevrater exposure s ite from June ] S'41L The lagoon s1 te J used from 
Nov. 1940 to June 1944, wns 8. sjmil.ar in!.<:;t) si.tuated about 1 mile mmy, 
on Willoughby Bay. The charQcteri8tics of its water therefore are be-
lieved to confo:rm clos61y with thoue I.1t l,1ason Creek, but the 'vater proba-
bly was slightly more saline. 
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TABLE 3. PHYSICAL PROPhl1l'lES OF THO STEELS EXPOSED TO TEE WEA':1:'IrER 
AT KURE B.."AC II , ~~. C., FOR 1 YEAR 
---
e Properties - I---·-'·-·-~-- ­Steel I Tensil 
'e11. designa- Exposure I Ultimate- I Yl 








o 190,000 I 12 
12 190,000 I 12 






















Note. - Located 250 yards fron ocean beach, facing south at an angle 
cf 300 • 
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TABLE 4. - STEELS SURFACE 'fREKI:ED .AS INDICATED, EXPOSED FOR 3 YEARS AT HAMPl'ON ROADS, VA., AND TEEN' 
RATED NUMERICALLY BY FOUR OBS'ERVERS WITH RESPECT TO THE QUANTITY OF CORROSION ON THEIR SURFACESa 
~--- - ------- - -
Surfs.ce Treatmentsb and ra-uingsa 
Steel Expo.ure , Pi Pa Pi-Fa Pa-Pr-Pa i ?i-Pa-Pr-Pa I 
I Observer observer . I Obsex'ver Observer ~ser'ler 
No. Lv. No. Av . I No . Av. No. Av. I i~. Av . 
1234 1234 11234 1231.!· 11234 
B-2 ITide"ater 2 3 3 2 2 . 512 ~ I, 4 2.75[ 4 2 2 3'--; 75- r;-4 I ~ ---;,--
B-7 I Tidewater 4 2 4 2 3 I 2 4 3 I 2.5 2 3 2 4 2·75 /2 1 1 3 1. 75 I . 
~I 
0" " B-2 Weatherc " I 1 4 4 4 3 11 1 1 1 -- 3 3 3 4 I 2 2 2 2 
. I 
144444 B-2 Weatherd 1 1 111 
I B-7 IWeatherc 
L~-7_ [weatherd 13 3 4 3 1 2 3333 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 111 
aRatings of 1 indicate the least corroded, etc. 
bpi = pickled; Pa = passivated; Pr = pre-surfaced 
CSkyward surfaces 
~arthVfard surfaces 
3 3 3 5 3 2 2 2 2 2 
31+3 3 '+ 2 2 2 
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Figure 1.- Type of panels used for determining the corrosion 
of shot-welds, or of dissimilar metals. 





NACA TN No . 1095 Fig. 2 
E 
Figure 2.- The exposure racks used in the investigati on . A, 
Weather and tidewater racks in Boush Creek, Hampton 
Roads, Va. B, Weather racks on lure Beach, Cape Fear, N. C. 
C and D, Tidewater racks in Bl$cayne Bay, Chapman Field , Fla. 
E, Ai r view showing the relative location of the weather and 
tidewater racks in an artificial lagoon at Hampton Roads , Va. 
F , Tidewater racks of (E), viewed at closer range. 
- - -
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END VIEW 
TOP VIEW 
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OF ONE END OF 
SPECIMEN MOUNT 
Fig . 3 
SIDE VIEW 
Figur e 3.- Views of a model , 
and a sketch, 
showi ng details of the method 
used for suspending panel s i n 
the tid ewater exposure racks 
at Hampton Roads, Va. 

NACA TN No. 1095 Figs. 4,5 
Figure 4.- Close-up view showing panels suspended in the 
tidewater racks at Hampton Roads, Va. 
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Figure 5.- The design and dimensions of the specimens for 
tests in the Krouse flexural fatigue machines. 

NACA TN No. 1095 Fig. 6 
Figure 6.- A specimen loaded with deaq weights for determining its 
deflection preparatory to calculating the maximum stress-
es. Deflection measurements were made by means of the pOinter and 
Bcale on the arc at the right. 

NACA TN No . 1095 Fig. 7 
Fi gure 7.- A specimen in the Krouse flexural fatigue testing machine, 
showing the method of attaching it at the fix.ed and load-
i ng ends. 

NACA TN ~o. 1095 Fig. 8 
Figure 8.- Stainless steel panels, of various chemical com-
posltlons, exposed to the tidewater or weather at 
Hampton Roads , Va. for 36 months. Note that Steel B-1, con-
taining 3.7 percent of molybdenum exhibi t ed the least rust 
esuecially on t he eartbward surface, whi l e Steel E, of the 
l6~1 t ype, sbowed t he most rust. Steel A- l was cleaned 
periodi cally, the others were not. x 1/2. 
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Figure 9.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel A-l, giving 
tne data for each specimen tested 
(small symbols)] and the approximate 
fa.tigue limits \ larg.e symbols). 
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Figure 10.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel A-14, giving 
the data for each specimen tested, and 
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Figure 11.- Results of flexural fatigue 
~est8 on Steel B-1, giving 
the data for each specimen tested, and 
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Figure 12 . - Results of flexural fat igue 
tests on Steel 0-1, giving 
the data for each specimen tested, and 

































STEEL D-I (18Cr - 8Ni - O.8Cb, HEAT AGED) 
l:1 WEATHERED SPECI MEN F AILED IN FATIGUE TEST 
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Figure 13.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel D-l, giving 
the data for each specimen tested, and 













STEEL D- 5 (l8 Cr - IONi -O.5Cb) 
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Figure 14.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel D-5, giving 
the data for each specimen tested, and 
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Figure 16.- The charts summarize t he data for 
each of the steels (figs. 9-15, 19-
21) exposed at Hampton Roads, Va., and show the 
loss in fatigue limits as related to the period 
of exposure. Panels exposed in 1938 were located 
at Boush Creek, while those exposed in 1940 were 
located at the Lagoon. 
Figure 15.- Results of flexural fatigue tests on Steel E, giving the data 




































AVER AGE RATES OF COR ROSION AT HAMPTON ROADS,VA. 
(STAI NLE SS STEEL SAMPLES) 
o TIDEWATER EXPOSVRE - BEGUN JUNE 8,1938 
• WEATHER EXPOSURE - BE GUN JUNE 10,193 8 
o TIDEWATER EXPOSURE - BEGUN NOV. 26,1940 
• WEATHER EXPOSU RE - aEGUN NOV. 14 ,194 0 
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Figure 17 .- Panels exposed in 1938 wer e located at the Boush 
Creek site, while those exposed in 1940 were lo-
cated at the Lagoon, at the U.S. Naval Air Station , Hampton 
for al l the stainless 
chemical compositions . 
Roads, Va . The data are the average 











STAINLESS STEELS EXPOSED AT HAMPTON ROADS, VA. 
TIDEWATER EXPOSURE BEGUN JUNE 8 11938 
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Figure 18 .- The comparative rates of corrosi on for each steel 
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Figure 19.- Results of flexural fatigue 
'tests on Steel A-5 exposed 
Simultaneously at the three localities, 
giving the data for each specimen test-
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Figure 20.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel A-9 exposed 
simultaneously at the three localities, 
giving the data for each specimen test-
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Figure 21.- Results of flexural fatigue 
tests on Steel B-3 exposed 
Simultaneously at the three localities, 
giving the data for each specimen test-
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Figure 22.- -The charts summarize the data 
for each of the steels exposed 
simultaneously at the three localities 
(figs. 19, 20 and 21), and show the loss 
in fatigue limits as related to the period 

































Figure 83.- Corrosion on shot - welds exposed to a boiling solution of mixed chlorides 
in laboratory tests. A, Pits in Steel C-l (titanium-bearing) on a walded 
cross-section exposed for 15 days. x 10; B, Steel D-5 (columbium-bearing), exposed ~ 
under the same conditions as in "A". x 10 J 0, Pin-hole on Steel 0-1 shot-weld, which ~ 
developed in 100 days. x 9; D, Corrosion at the edge of a shot-weld on Steel 0-1 
after 120 days. x 9. N CN 
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Figure 24.- Results of tensile tests on individual 
shot-welds from representative panels 
after exposure at Hampton Roads, Va. 






Figure 25 . - The faying surfaces of representative shot-weld-
ed panels exposed to tidewater at Hampton Roads, 
Va. for three years shown after tensile tests were made. The 
breaking load for each weld is indicated on the photograph. 
Not e the lack of rust on sampl es having a grease at the fay-






























Figure 26.- The fayi ng surfaces of panels, compara~le to 
those shown in figure 25, but exposed to the 
weather for three years at Hampton Roads, Va. Surfaces to 
whi ch no grease was applied prior t o welding (Steel A-12) 













Figure 27.- Ea.rthward surfaces of panels wi th different 
commercial surface finishes, after exposure 
to the weather at Ha,mpton Roads, Va. for six months. 
Note the decrease in quantity and thickness of the cor-
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Figur e 28.- Strips of aluminum alloys, coupled in a 1:7 area ratio on panels of stainless ~ 
steel, and exposed t o the t idewater at Hampton Roads, Va. for the periods in-
dicated. Note the severe corrosion on the strips and the quantities of corrosion products 





Figure 29.- Strips of stainless 
alloys, and exposed 
dicated. Note that the aluminum 
corrosion products at the edges 
















steel, coupled in a 1:7 area ratio with panels of aluminum m 
to the tidewater at Hampton Roads, Va. for the periods in-
alloys are less severely attacked, and the quantities of 
of juncture are les8 than in figure 28. x 1/2. 
-. I 
_____ .. J 
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Figure 30.- Earthward surfaces of strips of stainless st eel 
coupled in a 1:7 area ratio with panels of 
aluminum alloys, and expos ed to the weather at Hampton Roads, 
Va . for the periods indicated. Note that two rivet head s , 
joining the steel to alloy 24ST (arrows), have broken off 
because of the stresses imposed by the corrosion products 
at the faying Buxfaces. x 1/2. 
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Figure 31 .- Examples of stress corrcsion on panels having 
stainless steel coupled with light metal al l oys . 
A, Orack on stainless steel strip joined to a magnesium alloy 
panel, Dowmetal M. Exposed two years to the weather, earth-
ward surfac e. x 1. B, Oross-section showing the l arge amount 
of corros ion products at the faying surfaces of ( A). x 2-1/2 . 
0, Oracks in Alclad 24ST strip attached to a st ainless steel 
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Figure 32.- Panels of aluminum alloys joined to stainless 
steel strips and exposed to tidewater at Hampton 
Roads, Va. for two years with the various insulators between 
t he strips and the panels. The upper rows of rivet heads were 
painted with an aluminum pigmented varnish. Note the absence 
of corrosion products along the edges of the strips insulat ed 
, . by aluminum foil. x 2/5 . 
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~ Figure 33.- Unpainted panels exposed at Hampton Roads, Va., for the periods indicated, hav- ~ 
ing stainless steel and magn esium alloys in contact with each other. Note the 
electrolytic deposition of white corrosion products on the uncorroded steel, on panels ex-
posed to the tidewater. The upper quadrants show Dowmetal strips on steel; the lower qUad-
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Paint schedule 0" all panels;-
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Note; All rivets are AMSSS 
alloy. All DOWMETALS 
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Figure 34.- Painted panels, comparable with those shown in figure 33, 
after exposure at Hampton Roads, Va. Note that the paint 
afforded little protection against tidewater exposure, and that it 
began to fail to adbere to tbe stainless steel strips afte r 7-1/2 
months of weather- exposure (arrows). x 1/2. 








































AVERAGE RATES OF CORROSION AT THRH LOC ALITIES 
(STAINLESS STEEL SAMPLES) 
LOCALITIES EXPOSURE 
HAMPTON ROADS. VA . TIDEWATER 
HAMPTON ROADS. VA. WEATHER 
KURE BEACH, N .C. SEAWATER 
KU RE BEACH, N. C· WEATHER 
CHAP MAN FIELD, FLA. TIDEWATER 
CHAPM AN FIELD,FLA. WEATHER 
EXPOSED 1940 
NOV 2.6 
NOV. 1 4 
SEPT. 24 
OCT . 18 
OCT. 15 
OCT. 15 
70~0 ----------------------~----------------------~' 2~--~ 
CORROSION PERIOO~MON-rHS 
Fig. 35 
Figure 35.- The average percentage of loss of endurance 
limit of stainless steel panels exposed to 
the weather or tidewater at Hampton Roads and Chapman 
Field, or to the sea water at Kure Beach is shown to be 
very similar, the deviation being less than. 3 percent. 
Panels exposed to the weather at Kure Beach were the 
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Figure 36.- The four-point method of supporting panels in the tidewater racks served to prevent corroEion caused 
by contact with the supporting medium. The symbols:- W, wood, cypress; B, bakelite; R, hard rubber ; 
0, glass; C, copper; M, monel metal; A separator painted with aluminum varnish; V, separator painted with clear 
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Fig. 37 
Figure 37.- Stainless steel panels exposed to the weather 
and tidewater as indicated. Panels exposed to 
sea water at Kure Beach exhibited more evidence of the 
action of organisms, but were rusted onl y where held by 
bakelite supports (arrows) or in streaks or i ginating at 
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Figure 38.- Stainless steel panels, after a year's weather-exposure, were much more 
rusted at the Kure Beach site than at Hampton Roads. The molybdenum con-
taining steel, however, was very much less rusted than tne others. x 3/5. 
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